The Dual of the Huntress and Archer
There once lived a young and courage huntress who strives to hunt for enemies. This huntress
is named Therya. She was one of the best hunters in the Crystal Forest. Her rival was an archer that
was the same age as her named Telaris. Telaris had a wonderful accuracy with her bow and arrow.
The two bold girls always compete to see who is better at killing the enemy. Therya had a smooth
and shiny diamond sword made from the crystal trees of the Crystal Forest. Telaris on the other
hand, has a diamond bow with arrows that contain potions of her own. Every time they battle it ends
up being a tie. Therefore, they decided to have a different battle. Instead of fighting the enemy they
were going to fight against each other. This battle is so important that all the creatures were going to
come and watch. There were elves, birds, deer, hedgehogs, wolves, horses and many other animals
in the Crystal Forest. The creatures that live in the Crystal Forest are not just any ordinary creatures,
they were crystal creatures. Each creature had a crystal on their forehead to keep the trees healthy
and protected.
While the creatures get the arena ready for the battle, Therya put on one of the shiniest gear
she had and started sharpening her sword; Telaris was putting on a coat that covered her body with
wolf fur and swan feathers, and began to sharpen as many arrows for battle. The girls headed toward
the arena and prepared themselves for the battle. “On your marks, get set……. GO!” a crystal elf
shouted in a high pitch voice. The girls took off at each other and started attacking with their
weapons. Therya swinged her sword at Telaris and started yelling “This is what you get for trying to
prove that you’re better than me!” Suddenly, Telaris stopped fighting and madly argued “What do
you mean by trying to prove that I’m better than you?” They both paused and looked at each other.
Therya continued the conversation by saying “I thought you always tried to compete with me, so you
can be the best.” Telaris blushed and started explaining by whispering “I never wanted to be better
than you, I just wanted you to see how good I am because I knew you were the best hunter in the
forest.” “I didn’t mean to start a fight.” Telaris started shouting, “This was all my fault, I caused this
fight!” Therya then calmly responded to Telaris with “No, it’s not your fault Telaris we just
misunderstood each other.” Once the misunderstanding had resolve, the girls forgave each other.
The creatures in the Crystal Forest are overwhelmed and happy celebrating Telaris’ and
Therya’s friendship. Suddenly during the friendship celebration, an appearance of a woman that
looked like a goddess slowly approached the two new friends. Majestically the mysterious woman
said to both, “I am so proud of you two, my daughters.” Right after the woman said those few words
everyone started looking at each other with confusion. Both Telaris and Therya looked toward the
woman and shouted “Mother?” at the same time. The woman then responded with, “Hi ladies, I am
your mother and I have been waiting for you two to be friends for a very long time.” Then the
woman continues to explain how they’re related. She told them that they are twin sisters that got
separated at birth. The reason she didn’t tell Therya and Telaris that they’re sisters was because they
were rivals. She waited until now when they both had formed a friendship to deliver this great news
to them. After their mom told them the exciting and shocking news, tears of joy started to form.
Therya and Telaris hugged the woman that is known as their mother. They both accepted her and
called her “mother.” The reunited family lived happily ever after.
The End

